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Introdu tion

The most hallenging open issues in sequential de ision making in lude partial
observability of the de ision maker's environment, hierar hi al and other types
of abstra t redit assignment, the learning of redit assignment algorithms, and
exploration without a priori world models. I will summarize why dire t sear h
(DS) in poli y spa e provides a more natural framework for addressing these
issues than reinfor ement learning (RL) based on value fun tions and dynami
programming. Then I will point out fundamental drawba ks of traditional DS
methods in ase of sto hasti environments, sto hasti poli ies, and unknown
temporal delays between a tions and observable e e ts. I will dis uss a remedy
alled the su ess-story algorithm, show how it an outperform traditional DS,
and mention a relationship to market models ombining ertain aspe ts of DS
and traditional RL.
Poli y learning. A learner's modi able parameters that determine its behavior are alled its poli y. An algorithm that modi es the poli y is alled a
learning algorithm. In the ontext of sequential de ision making based on reinfor ement learning (RL) there are two broad lasses of learning algorithms: (1)
methods based on dynami programming (DP) (Bellman, 1961), and (2) dire t
sear h (DS) in poli y spa e. DP-based RL (DPRL) learns a value fun tion mapping input/a tion pairs to expe ted dis ounted future reward and uses online
variants of DP for onstru ting rewarding poli ies (Samuel, 1959; Barto, Sutton, & Anderson, 1983; Sutton, 1988; Watkins, 1989; Watkins & Dayan, 1992;
Moore & Atkeson, 1993; Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1996). DS runs and evaluates
poli ies dire tly, possibly building new poli y andidates from those with the
highest evaluations observed so far. DS methods in lude variants of sto hasti
hill- limbing (SHC), evolutionary strategies (Re henberg, 1971; S hwefel, 1974),
geneti algorithms (GAs) (Holland, 1975), geneti programming (GP) (Cramer,
1985; Banzhaf, Nordin, Keller, & Fran one, 1998), Levin Sear h (Levin, 1973,
1984), and adaptive extensions of Levin Sear h (Solomono , 1986; S hmidhuber,
Zhao, & Wiering, 1997b).
Outline. DS o ers several advantages over DPRL, but also has some drawba ks. I will list advantages rst (se tion 2), then des ribe an illustrative task
unsolvable by DPRL but trivially solvable by DS (se tion 3), then mention a
few theoreti al results on erning DS in general sear h spa es (se tion 4), then
point out a major problem of DS (se tion 5), and o er a remedy (se tion 6 and
se tion 7).
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2.1

Advantages of Dire t Sear h

DS Advantage 1: No States

Finite time onvergen e proofs for DPRL (Kearns & Singh, 1999) require (among
other things) that the environment an be quantized into a nite number of disrete states, and that the topology des ribing possible transitions from one state
to the next, given a parti ular a tion, is known in advan e. Even if the real world
was quantizable into a dis rete state spa e, however, for all pra ti al purposes
this spa e will be ina essible and remain unknown. Current proofs do not over
apparently minor deviations from the basi prin iple, su h as the world- lass
RL ba kgammon player (Tesauro, 1994), whi h uses a nonlinear fun tion approximator to deal with a large but nite number of dis rete states and, for the
moment at least, seems a bit like a mira le without full theoreti al foundation.
Prior knowledge about the topology of a network onne ting dis rete states is
also required by algorithms for partially observable Markov de isi ion pro esses
(POMDPs), although they are more powerful than standard DPRL, e.g., (Kaelbling, Littman, & Cassandra, 1995; Littman, Cassandra, & Kaelbling, 1995). In
general, however, we do not know a priori how to quantize a given environment
into meaningful states.
DS, however, ompletely avoids the issues of value fun tions and state identi ation | it just ares for testing poli ies and keeping those that work best.

2.2 DS Advantage 2: No Markovian Restri tions
Convergen e proofs for DPRL also require that the learner's urrent input onveys all the information about the urrent state (or at least about the optimal
next a tion). In the real world, however, the urrent sensory input typi ally tells
next to nothing about the \ urrent state of the world," if there is su h a thing
at all. Typi ally, memory of previous events is required to disambiguate inputs.
For instan e, as your eyes are sequentially s anning the visual s ene dominated
by this text you ontinually de ide whi h parts (or possibly ompressed des riptions thereof) deserve to be represented in short-term memory. And you have
presumably learned to do this, apparently by some unknown, sophisti ated RL
method fundamentally di erent from DPRL.
Some DPRL variants su h as Q() are limited to a very spe ial kind of exponentially de aying short-term memory. Others simply ignore memory issues
by fo using on suboptimal, memory-free solutions to problems whose optimal
solutions do require some form of short-term memory (Jaakkola, Singh, & Jordan, 1995). Again others an in prin iple nd optimal solutions even in partially
observable environments (POEs) (Kaelbling et al., 1995; Littman et al., 1995),
but they (a) are pra ti ally limited to very small problems (Littman, 1996), and
(b) do require knowledge of a dis rete state spa e model of the environment. To
various degrees, problem (b) also holds for ertain hierar hi al RL approa hes to
memory-based input disambiguation (Ring, 1991, 1993, 1994; M Callum, 1996;
Wiering & S hmidhuber, 1998). Although no dis rete models are ne essary for

DPRL systems with fun tion approximators based on re urrent neural networks
(S hmidhuber, 1991 ; Lin, 1993), the latter do su er from a la k of theoreti al
foundation, perhaps even more so than the ba kgammon player.
DS, however, does not are at all for Markovian onditions and full observability of the environment. While DPRL is essentially limited to learning rea tive
poli ies mapping urrent inputs to output a tions, DS in prin iple an be applied to sear h spa es whose elements are general algorithms or programs with
time-varying variables that an be used for memory purposes (Williams, 1992;
Teller, 1994; S hmidhuber, 1995; Wiering & S hmidhuber, 1996; Salustowi z &
S hmidhuber, 1997).

2.3 DS Advantage 3: Straight-forward Hierar hi al Credit
Assignment
There has been a lot of re ent work on hierar hi al DPRL. Some resear hers address the ase where an external tea her provides intermediate subgoals and/or
prewired ma ro a tions onsisting of sequen es of lower-level a tions (Moore &
Atkeson, 1993; Tham, 1995; Sutton, 1995; Singh, 1992; Humphrys, 1996; Digney,
1996; Sutton, Singh, Pre up, & Ravindran, 1999). Others fo us on the more ambitious goal of automati ally learning useful subgoals and ma ros (S hmidhuber,
1991b; Eldra her & Baginski, 1993; Ring, 1991, 1994; Dayan & Hinton, 1993;
Wiering & S hmidhuber, 1998; Sun & Sessions, 2000). Compare also work presented at the re ent NIPS*98 workshop on hierar hi al RL organized by Doina
Pre up and Ron Parr (M Govern, 1998; Andre, 1998; Moore, Baird, & Kaelbling,
1998; Bowling & Veloso, 1998; Harada & Russell, 1998; Wang & Mahadevan,
1998; Kir hner, 1998; Coelho & Grupen, 1998; Huber & Grupen, 1998).
Most urrent work in hierar hi al DPRL aims at speeding up redit assignment in fully observable environments. Approa hes like HQ-learning (Wiering &
S hmidhuber, 1998), however, additionally a hieve a qualitative (as opposed to
just quantitative) de omposition by learning to de ompose problems that annot
be solved at all by standard DPRL into several DPRL-solvable subproblems and
the orresponding ma ro-a tions.
Generally speaking, non-trivial forms of hierar hi al RL almost automati ally
run into problems of partial observability, even those with origins in the MDP
framework. Feudal RL (Dayan & Hinton, 1993), for instan e, is subje t to su h
problems (Ron Williams, personal ommuni ation). As Peter Dayan himself puts
it (personal ommuni ation): \Higher level experts are intended to be expli itly

ignorant of the details of the state of the agent at any resolution more detailed
than their a tion hoi e. Therefore, the problem is really a POMDP from their
perspe tive. It's easy to design unfriendly state de ompositions that make this
disastrous. The key point is that it is highly desirable to deny them information
{ the hief exe utive of [a major bank℄ doesn't really want to know how many
paper lips his most junior bank lerk has { but arranging for this to be benign
in general is diÆ ult."

In the DS framework, however, hierar hi al redit assignment via frequently
used, automati ally generated subprograms be omes trivial in prin iple. For in-

stan e, suppose poli ies are programs built from a general programming language that permits parameterized onditional jumps to arbitrary ode addresses
(Di kmanns, S hmidhuber, & Winklhofer, 1987; Ray, 1992; Wiering & S hmidhuber, 1996; S hmidhuber et al., 1997b; S hmidhuber, Zhao, & S hraudolph,
1997a). DS will simply keep su essful hierar hi al poli ies that partially reuse
ode (subprograms) via appropriate jumps. Again, partial observability is not
an issue.

2.4

DS Advantage 4: Non-Hierar hi al Abstra t Credit Assignment

Hierar hi al learning of ma ros and reusable subprograms is of interest but limited. Often there are non-hierar hi al (nevertheless exploitable) regularities in
solution spa e. For instan e, suppose we an obtain solution B by repla ing every
a tion "turn(right)" in solution A by "turn(left)." B will then be regular in the
sense that it onveys little additional onditional algorithmi information, given
A (Solomono , 1964; Kolmogorov, 1965; Chaitin, 1969; Li & Vitanyi, 1993),
that is, there is a short algorithm omputing B from A. Hen e B should not be
hard to learn by a smart RL system that already found A. While DPRL annot
exploit su h regularities in any obvious manner, DS in general algorithm spa es
does not en ounter any fundamental problems in this ontext. For instan e, all
that is ne essary to nd B may be a modi ation of the parameter \right" of a
single instru tion \turn(right)" in a repetitive loop omputing A (S hmidhuber
et al., 1997b).

2.5 DS Advantage 5: Metalearning Potential
In a given environment, whi h is the best way of olle ting reward? Hierar hi al
RL? Some sort of POMDP-RL, or perhaps analogy-based RL? Combinations
thereof? Or other nameless approa hes to exploiting algorithmi regularities in
solution spa e? A smart learner should nd out by itself, using experien e to
improve its own redit assignment strategy (metalearning or \learning to learn")
(Lenat, 1983; S hmidhuber, 1987). In prin iple, su h a learner should be able
to run arbitrary redit assignment strategies, and dis over and use \good" ones,
without wasting too mu h of its limited life-time (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a). It
seems obvious that DPRL does not provide a useful basis for a hieving this goal,
while DS seems more promising as it does allow for sear hing spa es populated
with arbitrary algorithms, in luding metalearning algorithms. I will ome ba k
to this issue later.

Dis laimer: of ourse, solutions to almost all possible problems are irregular
and do not share mutual algorithmi information (Kolmogorov, 1965; Solomono ,
1964; Chaitin, 1969; Li & Vitanyi, 1993). In general, learning and generalization are therefore impossible for any algorithm. But it's the omparatively few,
ex eptional, low- omplexity problems that re eive almost all attention of omputer s ientists.

2.6 Advantage 6: Exploring Limited Spatio-Temporal Predi tability
Knowledge of the world may boost performan e. That's why exploration is a
major RL resear h issue. How should a learner explore a spatio-temporal domain? By predi ting and learning from su ess/failure what's predi table and
what's not.
Most previous work on exploring unknown data sets has fo used on sele ting single training exemplars maximizing traditional information gain (Fedorov,
1972; Hwang, Choi, Oh, & II, 1991; Ma Kay, 1992; Plutowski, Cottrell, & White,
1994; Cohn, 1994). Here typi ally the on ept of a surprise is de ned in Shannon's sense (Shannon, 1948): some event's surprise value or information ontent
is the negative logarithm of its probability. This inspired simple reinfor ement
learning approa hes to pure exploration (S hmidhuber, 1991a; Stor k, Ho hreiter, & S hmidhuber, 1995; Thrun & Moller, 1992) that use adaptive predi tors
to predi t the entire next input, given urrent input and a tion. The basi idea
is that the a tion-generating module gets rewarded in ase of predi tor failures.
Hen e it is motivated to generate a tion sequen es leading to yet unpredi table
states that are \informative" in the lassi sense. Some of these explorers a tually like white noise simply be ause it is so unpredi table, thus onveying a lot
of Shannon information. Compare alternative, hardwired exploration strategies
(Sutton & Pinette, 1985; Kaelbling, 1993; Dayan & Sejnowski, 1996; Koenig &
Simmons, 1996).
Most existing systems either always predi t all details of the next input or
are limited to pi king out simple statisti regularities su h as \performing a tion A in dis rete, fully observable environmental state B will lead to state
C with probability 0.8." They are not able to limit their predi tions solely to
ertain omputable aspe ts of inputs (S hmidhuber & Prelinger, 1993) or input sequen es, while ignoring random and irregular aspe ts. For instan e, they
annot even express (and therefore annot nd) omplex, abstra t, predi table
regularities su h as \exe uting a parti ular sequen e of eye movements, given a

history of in omplete environmental inputs partially aused by a falling glass of
red wine, will result in the view of a red stain on the arpet within the next 3
se onds, where details of the shape of the stain are expe ted to be unpredi table
and left unspe i ed."

General spatio-temporal abstra tions and limited predi tions of this kind
apparently an be made only by systems that an run fairly general algorithms
mapping input/a tion sequen es to ompa t internal representations onveying
only ertain relevant information embedded in the original inputs. For instan e,
there are many di erent, realisti , plausible red stains | all may be mapped
onto the same ompa t internal representation predi table from all sequen es
ompatible with the abstra tion \falling glass." If the nal input sequen e aused
by eye movements s anning the arpet does not map onto the on ept \red
stain" (be ause the glass somehow de elerated in time and for some strange
reason never tou hed the ground), there will be a surprise. There won't be a
surprise, however, if the stain exhibits a parti ular, unexpe ted, irregular shape,

be ause there was no expli it on dent expe tation of a parti ular shape in the
rst pla e.
The entral questions are: In a given environment, in absen e of a state model,
how to extra t the predi table on epts orresponding to algorithmi regularities
that are not already known? How to dis over novel spatio-temporal regularities
automati ally among the many random or unpredi table things that should be
ignored? Whi h novel input sequen e-transforming algorithms do indeed ompute redu ed redu ed internal representations permitting reliable predi tions?
Usually we annot rely on a tea her telling the system whi h on epts are
interesting, su h as in the EURISKO system (Lenat, 1983). The DPRL framework is out of the question due to issues of partial observability. Lookup-table
approa hes like those used in more limited s enarios are infeasible due to the
huge number of potentially interesting sequen e-pro essing, event-memorizing
algorithms. On the other hand, it is possible to use DS-like methods for building
a \ urious" embedded agent that di ers from previous explorers in the sense
that it an limit its predi tions to fairly arbitrary, omputable aspe ts of event
sequen es and thus an expli itly ignore almost arbitrary unpredi table, random
aspe ts (S hmidhuber, 1999). It onstru ts initially random algorithms mapping
event sequen es to abstra t internal representations (IRs). It also onstru ts algorithms predi ting IRs from IRs omputed earlier. Its goal is to learn novel
algorithms reating IRs useful for orre t IR predi tions, without wasting time
on those learned before. This an be a hieved by a o-evolutionary s heme involving two ompeting modules olle tively designing single algorithms to be
exe uted. The modules have a tions for betting on the out ome of IR predi tions omputed by the algorithms they have agreed upon. If their opinions di er
then the system he ks who's right, punishes the loser (the surprised one), and
rewards the winner. A DS-like RL algorithm for es ea h module to in rease its
reward. This motivates ea h to lure the other into agreeing upon algorithms involving predi tions that surprise it. Sin e ea h module essentially an put in its
veto against algorithms it does not onsider pro table, the system is motivated
to fo us on those omputable aspe ts of the environment where both modules
still have on dent but di erent opinions. On e both share the same opinion on
a parti ular issue (via the loser's DS-based learning pro ess, e.g., the winner is
simply opied onto the loser), the winner loses a sour e of reward | an in entive to shift the fo us of interest onto novel, yet unknown algorithms. There are
simulations where surprise-generation of this kind an a tually help to speed up
external reward (S hmidhuber, 1999).

2.7 Summary
Given the potential DS advantages listed above (most of them related to partial observability), it may seem that the more ambitious the goals of some RL
resear her, the more he/she will get drawn towards methods for DS in spa es
of fairly general algorithms, as opposed to the more limited DPRL-based approa hes.

Standard DS does su er from major disadvantages, though, as I will point
out later for the ase of realisti , sto hasti worlds.
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Typi al Appli ations

Both DPRL and DS boast impressive pra ti al su esses. For instan e, there is
the world- lass DPRL-based ba kgammon player (Tesauro, 1994), although it's
not quite lear yet (beyond mere intuition) why exa tly it works so well. And DS
has proven superior to alternative traditional methods in engineering domains
su h as wing design, ombustion hamber design, turbulen e ontrol (the histori al origins of \evolutionary omputation"). There are overviews (S hwefel,
1995; Koumoutsakos P. & D., 1998) with numerous referen es to earlier work.
Will DS' su esses in su h domains eventually arry over to learning sequential behavior in domains traditionally approa hed by variants of DPRL? At the
moment little work has been done on DS in sear h spa es whose elements are
sequential behaviors (S hmidhuber et al., 1997b), but this may hange soon. Of
ourse, the most obvious temporal tasks to be atta ked by DS are not board
games but tasks that violate DPRL's Markovian assumptions. It does not make
sense to apply low-bias methods like DS to domains that satisfy the pre onditions of more appropriately biased DPRL approa hes.
Parity. I will use the parity problem to illustrate this. The task requires to
separate bitstrings of length n > 0 (n integer) with an odd number of zeros from
others. n-bit parity in prin iple is solvable by a 3-layer feedforward neural net
with n input units. But learning the task from training exemplars by, say, ba kpropagation, is hard for n > 20, due to su h a net's numerous free parameters.
On the other hand, a very simple nite state automaton with just one bit of internal state an orre tly lassify arbitrary bitstrings by sequentially pro essing
them one bit at a time, and swit hing the internal state bit on or o depending
on whether the urrent input is 1 or 0.
A poli y implementing su h a sequential solution, however, annot eÆ iently
be learned by DPRL. The problem is that the task violates DPRL's essential
Markovian pre ondition: the urrent input bit in a training sequen e does not
provide the relevant information about the previous history ne essary for orre t
lassi ation.
Next we will see, however, that parity an be qui kly learned by the most
trivial DS method, namely, random sear h (RS). RS works as follows: REPEAT

randomly initialize the poli y and test the resulting net on a training set UNTIL
solution found.

Experiment. Our poli y is the weight matrix of a standard re urrent neural
network. We use two ar hite tures (A1, A2). A1(k ) is a fully onne ted net with 1
input, 1 output, and k hidden units, ea h non-input unit re eiving the traditional
bias onne tion from a unit with onstant a tivation 1.0. A2 is like A1(10), but
less densely onne ted: ea h hidden unit re eives onne tions from the input unit,
the output unit, and itself; the output unit sees all other units. All a tivation
fun tions are standard: f (x) = (1 + e x ) 1 2 [0:0; 1:0℄. Binary inputs are -1.0

(for 0) and 1.0 (for 1). Sequen e lengths n are randomly hosen between 500
and 600. All variable a tivations are set to 0 at ea h sequen e begin. Target
information is provided only at sequen e ends (hen e the relevant time delays
omprise at least 500 steps; there are no intermediate rewards). Our training set
onsists of 100 sequen es, 50 from lass 1 (even; target 0.0) and 50 from lass
2 (odd; target 1.0). Corre t sequen e lassi ation is de ned as \absolute error
at sequen e end below 0.1". We stop RS on e a random weight matrix (weights
randomly initialized in [-100.0,100.0℄) orre tly lassi es all training sequen es.
Then we test on the test set (100 sequen es).
In all simulations, RS eventually nds a solution that lassi es all test set
sequen es orre tly; average nal absolute test set errors are always below 0.001
| in most ases below 0.0001. In parti ular, RS with A1 (k = 1) solves the
problem within only 2906 trials (average of 10 trials). RS with A2 solves it within
2797 trials on average. RS for ar hite ture A2, but without self- onne tions for
hidden units, solves the problem within 250 trials on average. See a previous
paper (Ho hreiter & S hmidhuber, 1997) for additional results in this vein.
RS is a dumb DS algorithm, of ourse. It won't work within a eptable time
ex ept for the most trivial problems. But this is besides the point of this se tion,
whose purpose is to demonstrate that even primitive DS may yield results beyond
DPRL's abilities. Later, however, I will dis uss smarter DS methods.
What about GP? Given the RS results above, how an it be that parity
is onsidered a diÆ ult problem by many authors publishing in the DS-based
eld of \Geneti Programming" (GP), as an be seen by browsing through the
pro eedings of re ent GP onferen es? The reason is: most existing GP systems
are extremely limited be ause they sear h in spa es of programs that do not
even allow for loops or re ursion | to the best of my knowledge, the rst ex eption was (Di kmanns et al., 1987). Hen e most GP approa hes ignore a major
motivation for sear h in program spa e, namely, the repetitive reuse of ode in
solutions with low algorithmi omplexity (Kolmogorov, 1965; Solomono , 1964;
Chaitin, 1969; Li & Vitanyi, 1993).
Of ourse, all we need to make parity easy is a sear h spa e of programs
that pro ess inputs sequentially and allow for internal memory and loops or
onditional jumps. A few thousand trials will suÆ e to generalize perfe tly to
n-bit parity for arbitrary n, not just for spe ial values like those used in the
numerous GP papers on this topi (where typi ally n << 30).
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DS Theory

The arguments above emphasize DS' ability to deal with general algorithm spa es
as opposed to DPRL's limited spa es of rea tive mappings. Whi h theoreti al
results apply to this ase?
Non-in remental & Deterministi . We know that Levin Sear h (LS)
(Levin, 1973, 1984; Li & Vitanyi, 1993) is optimal in deterministi and noninremental settings, that is, in ases where during the sear h pro ess there are no
intermediate reinfor ement signals indi ating the quality of suboptimal solutions.

LS generates and tests omputable solution andidates s in order of their Levin
omplexities
Kt(s) = minf logDP (q ) + log t(q; s)g;
q

where program q omputes s in t(q; s) time steps, and DP (q ) is q 's Solomono Levin probability (Levin, 1973, 1984; Li & Vitanyi, 1993). Now suppose some
algorithm A is designed to nd the x solving (x) = y , where  is a omputable
fun tion mapping bitstrings to bitstrings. For instan e, x may represent a solution to a maze task implemented by (x) = 1 i x leads to the goal. Let n
be a measure of problem size (su h as the number of elds in the maze), and
suppose A needs at most O(f (n)) steps (f omputable) to solve problems of
size n. Then LS also will need at most O(f (n)) steps (Levin, 1973, 1984; Li &
Vitanyi, 1993). Unlike GP et ., LS has a prin ipled way of dealing with unknown
program runtimes | time is allo ated in an optimal fashion. There are systems
that use a probabilisti LS variant to dis over neural nets that perfe tly generalize from extremely few training examples (S hmidhuber, 1995, 1997), and LS
implementations that learn to use memory for solving maze tasks unsolvable by
DPRL due to highly ambiguous inputs (S hmidhuber et al., 1997b).
Almost all work in traditional RL, however, fo uses on in remental settings
where ontinual poli y improvement an bring more and more reward per time,
and where experien e with suboptimal solution andidates helps to nd better ones. Adaptive Levin Sear h (ALS) (S hmidhuber et al., 1997b; Wiering &
S hmidhuber, 1996) extends LS in this way: whenever a new andidate is more
su essful than the best previous one, the underlying probability distribution is
modi ed to make the new andidate more likely, and a new LS y le begins. This
guarantees that the sear h time spent on ea h in remental step (given a parti ular probability distribution embodying the urrent bias) is optimal in Levin's
sense.
It does not guarantee, though, that the total sear h time is spent optimally,
be ause the probability adjustments themselves may have been suboptimal. ALS
annot exploit arbitrary regularities in solution spa e, be ause the probability
modi ation algorithm itself is xed. A ma hine learning resear her's dream
would be an in remental RL algorithm that spends overall sear h time optimally
in a way omparable to non-in remental LS's.
In remental & Deterministi . Whi h theoreti al results exist for in remental DS in general program spa es? Few, ex ept for the following basi , almost
trivial one. Suppose the environment allows for separating the sear h phase into
repeatable, deterministi trials su h that ea h trial with a given poli y yields the
same reward. Now onsider sto hasti hill- limbing (SHC), one of the simplest
DS methods:
1. Initialize ve tor-valued poli y p, set variables BestP oli y := p, BestResult :=
1. 2. Measure reward R obtained during a trial with a tions exe uted a ording to p. 3. If BestResult > R then p := BestP oli y , else BestP oli y := p and
BestResult := R. 4. Modify p by random mutation. Go to 2.
If (1) both environment and p are deterministi , and if (2) the environment
and all other variables modi ed by p (su h as internal memory ells whose on-

tents may have hanged due to a tions exe uted a ording to p) are reset after
ea h trial, then the pro edure above will at least guarantee that performan e
annot get worse over time. If step 4 allows for arbitrary random mutations and
the number of possible poli ies is nite then we an even guarantee onvergen e
on an optimal poli y with probability 1, given in nite time. Of ourse, if the
random mutations of step 4 are repla ed by a systemati enumeration of all possible mutations, then we also will be able to guarantee nite (though exponential
in problem size) time1 . Similar statements an be made about alternative DS
methods su h as GP or evolutionary programming.
Of ourse, in real-world settings no general method an be expe ted to obtain
optimal poli ies within reasonable time. Typi al DS pra titioners are usually
ontent with suboptimal poli ies though. The next se tion, however, will address
even more fundamental problems of DS.
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DS: Problems with Unknown Delays and Sto hasti ity

Overview. As mentioned above, DS in poli y spa e does not require ertain
assumptions about the environment ne essary for traditional RL. For instan e,
while the latter is essentially limited to memory-free, rea tive mappings from
inputs to a tions, DS an be used to sear h among fairly arbitrary, omplex,
event-memorizing programs (using memory to deal with partial observability),
at least in simulated, deterministi worlds. In realisti settings, however, reliable
poli y evaluations are ompli ated by (a) unknown delays between a tion sequen es and observable e e ts, and (b) sto hasti ity in poli y and environment.
Given a limited life-time, how mu h time should a dire t poli y sear her spend
on poli y evaluations to obtain reliable statisti s? Despite the fundamental nature of this question it has not re eived mu h attention yet. Here I evaluate an
eÆ ient approa h based on the su ess-story algorithm (SSA). It provides a radi al answer prepared for the worst ase: it never stops evaluating any previous
poli y modi ation ex ept those it undoes for la k of empiri al eviden e that
they have ontributed to lifelong reward a elerations. I identify SSA's fundamental advantages over traditional DS on problems involving unknown delays
and sto hasti ity.
The problem. In realisti situations DS exhibits several fundamental drawba ks: (1) Often there are unknown temporal delays between auses and e e ts.
In general we annot be sure that a given trial was long enough to observe all
long-term rewards/punishments aused by a tions exe uted during the trial. We
do not know in advan e how long a trial should take. (2) The poli y may be
sto hasti , i.e., the learner's a tions are sele ted nondeterministi ally a ording to probability distributions onditioned on the poli y. Sto hasti poli ies are
widely used to prevent learners from getting stu k. Results of poli y evaluations,
however, will then vary from trial to trial. (3) Environment and reward may be
1

Note that even for the more limited DPRL algorithms until very re ently there have
not been any theorems guaranteeing nite onvergen e time (Kearns & Singh, 1999).

sto hasti , too. And even if the environment is deterministi it may appear
sto hasti from an individual learner's perspe tive, due to partial observability.
Time is a s ar e resour e. Hen e all dire t methods fa e a entral question: to
determine whether some poli y is really useful in the long run or just appears to
be (e.g., be ause the urrent trial was too short to en ounter a punishing state,
or be ause it was a lu ky trial), how mu h time should the learner spend on
its evaluation? In parti ular, how mu h time should a single trial with a given
poli y take, and how many trials are ne essary to obtain statisti ally signi ant
results without wasting too mu h time? Despite the fundamental nature of these
questions not mu h work has been done to address them.
Basi idea. There is a radi al answer to su h questions: Evaluate a previous
poli y hange at any stage of the sear h pro ess by looking at the entire time interval that has gone by sin e the hange o urred | at any given time aim to use
all the available empiri al data on erning long-term poli y-dependent rewards!
A hange is onsidered \good" as long as the average reward per time sin e its
reation ex eeds the orresponding ratios for previous \good" hanges. Changes
that eventually turn out to be \bad" get undone by an eÆ ient ba ktra king
s heme alled the su ess-story algorithm (SSA). SSA always takes into a ount
the latest information available about long-term e e ts of hanges that have
appeared \good" so far (\bad" hanges, however, are not onsidered again). Effe tively SSA adjusts trial lengths retrospe tively: at any given time, trial starts
are determined by the o urren es of the remaining \good" hanges representing
a su ess story. The longer the time interval that went by sin e some \good"
hange, the more reliable the evaluation of its true long-term bene ts. No trial of
a \good" hange ever ends unless it turns out to be \bad" at some point. Thus
SSA is prepared for the worst ase. For instan e, no matter what's the maximal
time lag between a tions and onsequen es in a given domain, eventually SSA's
e e tive trials will en ompass it.
What's next. The next se tion will explain SSA in detail, and show how
most traditional dire t methods an be augmented by SSA. Then we will experimentally verify SSA's advantages over traditional dire t methods in ase of
noisy performan e evaluations and unknown delays.
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Su

ess-Story Algorithm (SSA)

Here we will brie y review basi prin iples (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a). An agent
lives in environment E from time 0 to unknown time T . Life is one-way: even if
it is de omposable into numerous onse utive \trials", time will never be reset.
The agent has a poli y POL (a set of modi able parameters) and possibly an
internal state S (e.g., for short-term memory that an be modi ed by a tions).
Both S and POL are variable dynami data stru tures in uen ing probabilities
of a tions to be exe uted by the agent. Between time 0 and T , the agent repeats
the following y le over and over again (A denotes a set of possible a tions):

REPEAT:
sele t and exe ute some

j

P (a P OL; S; E ):2

a

2 A with onditional probability

A tion a will onsume time and may hange E , S , and POL.
Learning algorithms (LAs). LA  A is the set of a tions that an modify
POL. LA's members are alled learning algorithms (LAs). Previous work on
metalearning (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a, 1997b) left it to the system itself to
ompute exe ution probabilities of LAs by onstru ting and exe uting POLmodifying algorithms. In this paper we will fo us on a simpler ase where all
LAs are externally triggered pro edures. Formally this means that P (a 2 LA j
P OL; S; E ) = 1 if E is in a given \poli y modi ation state" determined by the
user, and P (a 2 LA j P OL; S; E ) = 0 otherwise. For instan e, in some of the
illustrative experiments to be presented later, SHC's mutation pro ess will be
the only LA. Alternatively we may use LAs that are in fa t GP-like rossover
strategies, or a wide variety of other poli y-modifying algorithms employed in
traditional DS methods.
Che kpoints. The entire lifetime of the agent an be partitioned into time
intervals separated by spe ial times alled he kpoints. In general, he kpoints
are omputed dynami ally during the agent's life by ertain a tions in A exe uted
a ording to POL itself (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a). In this paper, however, for
simpli ity all he kpoints will be set in advan e. The agent's k -th he kpoint
is denoted k . Che kpoints obey the following rules: (1) 8k 0 < k < T . (2)
8j < k j < k : (3) Ex ept for the rst, he kpoints may not o ur before at
least one POL-modi ation has been omputed by some LA sin e the previous
he kpoint.
Sequen es of POL-modi ations (SPMs). SPMk denotes the sequen e
of POL-modi ations omputed by LAs in between k and k+1 . Sin e LA exe ution probabilities may depend on POL, POL may in prin iple in uen e the
way it modi es itself, whi h is interesting for things su h as metalearning. In
this paper's experiments, however, we will fo us on the ase where exa tly one
LA (a simple mutation pro ess like the one used in sto hasti hill- limbing) is
invoked in between two subsequent he kpoints.
Reward and goal. O asionally E provides real-valued reward. The umulative reward obtained by the agent between time 0 and time t > 0 is denoted
R(t), where R(0) = 0. Typi ally, in large (partially observable) environments,
maximizing umulative expe ted reinfor ement within a limited life-time would
be too ambitious a goal for any method. Instead designers of dire t poli y sear h
methods are ontent with methods that an be expe ted to nd better and better
poli ies. But what exa tly does \better" mean in our ontext? Our agent's obvious goal at he kpoint t is to generate POL-modi ations a elerating reward
intake: it wants to let R(TT) tR(t) ex eed the urrent average speed of reward
intake. But to determine this speed it needs a previous point t0 < t to om2

Instead of using the expression poli y for the onditional probability distribution P
itself we reserve it for the agent's modi able data stru ture POL.

(t )
. How an t0 be spe i ed in a general yet reasonable way? Or,
pute R(t)t R
t
to rephrase the entral question of this paper: if life involves unknown temporal
delays between a tion sequen es and their observable e e ts and/or onsists of
many su essive \trials" with nondeterministi , un ertain out omes, how long
should a trial last, and how many trials should the agent look ba k into time to
evaluate its urrent performan e?
The su ess-story algorithm (to be introdu ed next) addresses this question
in a way that is prepared for the worst ase: on e a trial of a new poli y hange
has begun it will never end unless the poli y hange itself gets undone (by a
simple ba ktra king me hanism whi h ensures that trial starts mark long-term
reward a elerations).
Enfor ing su ess stories. Let V denote the agent's time-varying set of
past he kpoints that have been followed by long-term reward a elerations.
Initially V is empty. vk denotes the k -th element of V in as ending order. The
su ess-story riterion (SSC) is satis ed at time t if either V is empty (trivial
ase) or if
0

0

R(t)
t

R(0)

0

<

R(t)
t

R(v1 )
v1

<

R(t)
t

R(v2 )
v2

< ::: <

R(t)
t

R(vjV j )
vjV j

:

SSC demands that ea h he kpoint in V marks the beginning of a long-term
reward a eleration measured up to the urrent time t. SSC is a hieved by the
su ess-story algorithm (SSA) whi h is invoked at every he kpoint:

1. WHILE SSC is not satis ed: Undo all POL modi ations made
sin e the most re ent he kpoint in V , and remove that he kpoint from

V.

2. Add the urrent he kpoint to V .
\Undoing" a modi ation means restoring the pre eding POL | this requires
storing past values of POL omponents on a sta k prior to modi ation. Thus
ea h POL modi ation that survived SSA is part of a bias shift generated after
a he kpoint marking a lifelong reward speed-up: the remaining he kpoints in
V and the remaining poli y modi ations represent a \su ess story."
Trials and \e e tive" trials. All he kpoints in V represent starts of yet
un nished \e e tive" trials (as opposed to externally de ned trials with prewired
starts and ends). No e e tive trial ever ends unless SSA restores the poli y to
its state before the trial started. The older some surviving SPM, the more time
will have passed to olle t statisti s on erning its long-term onsequen es, and
the more stable it will be if it is indeed useful and not just there by han e.
Sin e trials of still valid poli y modi ations never end, they embody a prin ipled way of dealing with unknown reward delays. No matter what's the maximal
ausal delay in a given environment, eventually the system's e e tive trials will
en ompass it.
Metalearning? An interesting example of long delays between a tions and
e e ts is provided by metalearning (learning a learning algorithm or redit
assignment algorithm) (Lenat, 1983; S hmidhuber, 1987; S hmidhuber et al.,

1997a). For instan e, suppose some \metalearning a tion sequen e" hanges a
learner's redit assignment strategy. To evaluate whether the hange is good or
bad, apparently we need something like a \meta-trial" subsuming several lowerlevel \normal" trials in whi h instan es of additional poli y hanges produ ed
by the modi ed learning strategy somehow get evaluated, to olle t eviden e
on erning the quality of the modi ed learning strategy itself. Due to their very
nature su h meta-trials will typi ally onsume a lot of time. SSA, however, addresses this issue in a natural and straight-forward way. There is no expli it
di eren e between trials and meta-trials. But new e e tive trials do get opened
within previously started, yet un nished e e tive trials. What does this mean?
It means that earlier SPMs automati ally get evaluated as to whether they set
the stage for later \good" SPMs. For instan e, SSA will eventually dis ard an
early SPM that hanged the poli y in a way that in reased the probability of
ertain later SPMs ausing a waste of time on evaluations of useless additional
poli y hanges. That is, SSA automati ally measures (in terms of reward/time
ratios a e ted by learning and testing pro esses) the impa t of early learning
on later learning: SSA prefers SPMs making \good" future SPMs more likely.
Given a tion sets that allow for omposition of general redit assignment strategies from simple LAs, SSA will prefer probabilisti learning algorithms leading
to better probabilisti learning algorithms. And it will end meta-trials as soon
as they violate the onstraints imposed by the su ess-story riterion, just like
it does with \normal" trials.
Implementing SSA. SSA guarantees that SSC will be satis ed after ea h
he kpoint, even in partially observable, sto hasti environments with unknown
delays. (Of ourse, later SSA invo ations using additional, previously unavailable, delayed information may undo poli y hanges that survived the urrent
he kpoint.) Although inequality (1) ontains jV j fra tions, SSA an be implemented eÆ iently: only the two most re ent still valid sequen es of modi ations
(those \on top of the sta k") need to be onsidered at a given time in an SSA
invo ation. A single SSA invo ation, however, may invalidate many SPMs if
ne essary.
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Illustration: How SSA Augments DS

Methods for dire t sear h in poli y spa e, su h as sto hasti hill- limbing (SHC)
and geneti algorithms (GAs), test poli y andidates during time-limited trials, then build new poli y andidates from some of the poli ies with highest
evaluations observed so far. As mentioned above, the advantage of this general approa h over traditional RL algorithms is that few restri tions need to
be imposed on the nature of the agent's intera tion with the environment. In
parti ular, if the poli y allows for a tions that manipulate the ontent of some
sort of short-term memory then the environment does not need to be fully observable | in prin iple, dire t methods su h as Geneti Programming (Cramer,
1985; Banzhaf et al., 1998), adaptive Levin Sear h (S hmidhuber et al., 1997b),
or Probabilisti In remental Program Evolution (Salustowi z & S hmidhuber,

1997), an be used for sear hing spa es of omplex, event-memorizing programs
or algorithms as opposed to simple, memory-free, rea tive mappings from inputs
to a tions.
As pointed out above, a disadvantage of traditional dire t methods is that
they la k a prin ipled way of dealing with unknown delays and sto hasti poli y
evaluations. In ontrast to typi al trials exe uted by dire t methods, however, an
SSA trial of any previous poli y modi ation never ends unless its reward/time
ratio drops below that of the most re ent previously started (still un nished)
e e tive trial. Here we will go beyond previous work (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a,
1997b) by learly demonstrating how a dire t method an bene t from augmentation by SSA in presen e of unknown temporal delays and sto hasti performan e evaluations.
Task (S hmidhuber & Zhao, 1999). We tried to ome up with the simplest
task suÆ ient to illustrate the drawba ks of standard DS algorithms and the way
SSA over omes them. Hen e, instead of studying tasks that require to learn omplex programs setting and resetting memory ontents (as mentioned above, su h
omplex tasks provide a main motivation for using DS), we use a omparatively
simple two-armed bandit problem.
There are two arms A and B. Pulling arm A will yield reward 1000 with
probability 0.01 and reward -1 with probability 0.99. Pulling arm B will yield
reward 1 with probability 0.99 and reward -1000 with probability 0.01. All rewards are delayed by 5 pulls. There is an agent that knows neither the reward
distributions nor the delays. Sin e this se tion's goal is to study poli y sear h
under un ertainty we equip the agent with the simplest possible sto hasti poli y onsisting of a single variable p (0  p  1): at a given time arm A is hosen
with probability p, otherwise B is hosen. Modifying the poli y in a very limited,

SHC-like way (see below) and observing the long-term e e ts is the only way the
agent may olle t information that might be useful for improving the poli y. Its

goal is to maximize the entire reward obtained during its life-time whi h is limited to 30,000 pulls. The maximal umulative reward is 270300 (always hoose
arm A), the minimum is -270300 (always hoose arm B). Random arm sele tion
yields expe ted reward 0. 3
Obviously the task is non-trivial, be ause the long-term e e ts of a small
hange in p will be hard to dete t, and will require signi ant statisti al sampling.
It is besides the point of this paper that our prior knowledge of the problem
suggests a more informed alternative approa h su h as \pull arm A for N trials,
then arm B for N trials, then ommit to the best." Even leverer optimizers
would try various assumptions about the delay lengths and pull arms in turn until
3

The problem resembles another two-armed bandit problem for whi h there is an
optimal method due to Gittins (Gittins, 1989). Our unknown reward delays, however,
prevent this method from being appli able | it annot dis over that the urrent
reward does not depend on the urrent input but on an event in the past. In addition,
Gittins' method needs to dis ount future rewards relative to immediate rewards.
Anyway, this footnote is besides the point of this paper whose fo us is on dire t
poli y sear h | Gittins' method is not a dire t one.

one was statisti ally signi antly better than the other, given a parti ular delay
assumption. We do not allow this, however: we make the task hard by requiring
the agent to learn solely from observations of out omes of limited, SHC-like
poli y mutations (details below). After all, in partially observable environments
that are mu h more omplex and realisti (but less analyzable) than ours this
often is the only reasonable thing to do.
Sto hasti Hill-Climbing (SHC). SHC may be the simplest in remental
algorithm using dire t sear h in poli y spa e. It should be mentioned, however,
that despite its simpli ity SHC often outperforms more omplex dire t methods
su h as GAs (Juels & Wattenberg, 1996). Anyway, SHC and more omplex
population-based dire t algorithms su h as GAs, GP, and evolution strategies
are equally a e ted by the entral questions of this paper: how many trials should
be spent on the evaluation of a given poli y? How long should a trial take?4
We implement SHC as follows: 1. Initialize poli y p to 0.5, and real-valued
variables BestP oli y and BestResult to p and 0, respe tively. 2. If there have
been more than 30000 T rialLength pulls then exit (T rialLength is an integer
onstant). Otherwise evaluate p by measuring the average reward R obtained
during the next T rialLength onse utive pulls. 3. If BestResult > R then
p := BestP oli y , else BestP oli y := p and BestResult := R. 4. Randomly
perturb p by adding either -0.1 or +0.1 ex ept when this would lead outside the
interval [0,1℄. Go to 2.
Problem. Like any dire t sear h algorithm SHC fa es the fundamental question raised in se tion 2: how long to evaluate the urrent poli y to obtain statisti ally signi ant results without wasting too mu h time? To examine this
issue we vary T rialLength. Our prior knowledge of the problem tells us that
T rialLength should ex eed 5 to handle the 5-step reward delays. But due to the
sto hasti ity of the rewards, mu h larger T rialLengths are required for reliable
evaluations of some poli y's \true" performan e. Of ourse, the disadvantage
of long trials is the resulting small number of possible training exemplars and
poli y hanges (learning steps) to be exe uted during the limited life whi h lasts
just 30,000 steps.
Comparison 1. We ompare SHC to a ombination of SSA and SHC, whi h
we implement just like SHC ex ept that we repla e step 3 by a he kpoint (SSAinvo ation | see se tion 6).
Comparison 2. To illustrate potential bene ts of poli ies that in uen e the
way they learn we also ompare to SSA applied to a primitive \self-modifying
poli y" (SMP) with two modi able parameters: p (with same meaning as above)
and \learning rate" Æ (initially 0). After ea h he kpoint, p is repla ed by p + Æ ,
then Æ is repla ed by 2  Æ . In this sense SMP itself in uen es the way it hanges,
albeit in a way that is mu h more limited than the one in previous papers
(S hmidhuber et al., 1997a; S hmidhuber, 1999). If Æ = 0 then it will be randomly
4

In fa t, population-based approa hes will su er even more than simple SHC from
unknown delays and sto hasti ity, simply be ause they need to test many poli ies,
not just one.

set to either 0:1 or 0:1. If Æ > 0:5 (Æ < 0:5) then it will be repla ed by 0.5
(-0.5). If p > 1 (p < 0) then it will be set to 1 (0).
One apparent danger with this approa h is that a elerating the learning
rate may result in unstable behavior. We will see, however, that SSA pre isely
prevents this from happening by eventually undoing those learning rate modi ations that are not followed by reliable long-term performan e improvement.
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Fig. 1. Total umulative reinfor ement (averaged over 100 trials) obtained by SHC
(bottom), SSA/SHC (middle), SSA/SMP (top) for varying trial lengths. The pi ture
does not hange mu h for even longer trial lengths.

Results. For all three methods Figure 1 plots lifelong umulative reward
(mean of 100 independent runs) against T rialLength varying from 10 to 600
pulls with a step size of 10 pulls. For most values of T rialLength, SHC fails
to realize the long-term bene ts of hoosing arm A. SSA/SHC, however, always
yields satisfa tory results be ause it does not are whether T rialLength is mu h
too short to obtain statisti ally signi ant poli y evaluations. Instead it retrospe tively readjusts the \e e tive" trial starts: at any given he kpoint, ea h
previous he kpoint in V marks the begin of a new trial lasting up to the urrent
he kpoint. Ea h su h trial start orresponds to a lifelong reward-a eleration.

The orresponding poli y modi ations gain more and more empiri al justi ation as they keep surviving su essive SSA alls, thus be oming more and more
stable.
Still, SSA/SHC's performan e slowly de lines with in reasing T rialLength
sin e this implies less possible poli y hanges and less e e tive trials due to limited life-time. SSA/SMP ( omparison 2), however, does not mu h su er from
this problem sin e it boldly in reases the learning rate as long as this is empiri ally observed to a elerate long-term reward intake. As soon as this is not
the ase any longer, however, SSA prevents further learning rate a elerations,
thus avoiding unstable behavior. This primitive type of learning algorithm selfmodi ation outperforms SSA/SHC. In fa t, some of the surviving e e tive trials
may be viewed as "metalearning trials": SSA essentially observes the long term
e e ts of ertain learning rates whose values are in uen ed by the poli y itself, and undoes those that tend to ause \bad" additional poli y modi ations
setting the stage for worse performan e in subsequent trials.
Trials Shorter Than Delays. We also tested the parti ularly interesting
ase T rialLength < 5. Here SHC and other dire t methods fail ompletely
be ause the poli y tested during the urrent trial has nothing to do with the
test out ome (due to the delays). The SSA/SHC ombination, however, still
manages to olle t umulative performan e of around 150,000. Unlike with SHC
(and other dire t methods) there is no need for a priori knowledge about \good"
trial lengths, exa tly be ause SSA retrospe tively adjusts the e e tive trial sizes.
Comparable results were obtained with mu h longer delays. In parti ular, see
a re ent arti le (S hmidhuber, 1999) for experiments with mu h longer life-times
and unknown delays of the order of 106 107 time steps.
A Complex Partially Observable Environment. This se tion's fo us
is on larifying SSA's advantages over traditional DS in the simplest possible
setting. It should be mentioned, however, that there have been mu h more hallenging SSA appli ations in partially observable environments, whi h represent
a major motivation of dire t methods be ause most traditional RL methods are
not appli able here. For instan e, a previous paper (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a)
des ribes two agents A and B living in a partially observable 600  500 pixel
environment with obsta les. They learn to solve a omplex task that ould not
be solved by various TD() Q-learning variants (Lin, 1993). The task requires
(1) agent A to nd and take a key \key A"; (2) agent A go to a door \door A"
and open it for agent B; (3) agent B to enter through \door A", nd and take
another key \key B"; (4) agent B to go to another door \door B" to open it (to
free the way to the goal); (5) one of the agents to rea h the goal. Both agents
share the same design. Ea h is equipped with limited \a tive" sight: by exe uting
ertain instru tions, it an sense obsta les, its own key, the orresponding door,
or the goal, within up to 50 pixels in front of it. The agent an also move forward,
turn around, turn relative to its key or its door or the goal. It an use shortterm memory to disambiguate inputs | unlike Jaakkola et al.'s method (1995),
ours is not limited to nding suboptimal sto hasti poli ies for POEs with an
optimal solution. Ea h agent an expli itly modify its own poli y via spe ial

a tions that an address and modify the probability distributions a ording to
whi h a tion sequen es (or \subprograms") are sele ted (this also ontributes
to making the set-up highly non-Markovian). Reward is provided only if one of
the agents tou hes the goal. This agent's reward is 5.0; the other's is 3.0 (for
its ooperation | note that asymmetri reward also introdu es ompetition).
Due to the omplexity of the task, in the beginning the goal is found only every
300,000 a tions on average (in luding a tions that are primitive LAs and modify the poli y). No prior information about good initial trial lengths is given to
the system. Through self-modi ations and SSA, however, within 130,000 goal
hits (109 a tions) the average trial length de reases by a fa tor of 60 (mean of
4 simulations). Both agents learn to ooperate to a elerate reward intake, by
retrospe tively adjusting their e e tive trial lengths using SSA.
While this previous experimental resear h has already demonstrated SSA's
appli ability to large-s ale partially observable environments, a study of why it
performs well has been la king. In parti ular, unlike the present work, previous
work (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a) did not learly identify SSA's fundamental
advantages over alternative DS methods.
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Relation to Market Models

There is an interesting alternative lass of RL systems that also ombines aspe ts
of DS and traditional RL. It exploits ideas from the eld of e onomy that seem
naturally appli able in the ontext of multiagent RL, and (unlike Q-learning
et .) are not ne essarily limited to learning rea tive behavior. In what follows
I will ignore the extensive original nan ial literature and brie y review solely
some work on RL e onomies instead. Then I will relate this work to SSA.
Classi er Systems and Bu ket Brigade. The rst RL e onomy was
Holland's meanwhile well-known bu ket brigade algorithm for lassi er systems
(Holland, 1985). Messages in form of bitstrings of size n an be pla ed on a global
message list either by the environment or by entities alled lassi ers. Ea h lassi er onsists of a ondition part and an a tion part de ning a message it might
send to the message list. Both parts are strings out of f0; 1; gn where the ` '
serves as a `don't are' if it appears in the ondition part. A non-negative real
number is asso iated with ea h lassi er indi ating its `strength'. During one yle all messages on the message list are ompared with the ondition parts of all
lassi ers of the system. Ea h mat hing lassi er omputes a `bid' based on its
strength. The highest bidding lassi ers may pla e their message on the message
list of the next y le, but they have to pay with their bid whi h is distributed
among the lassi ers a tive during the last time step whi h set up the triggering
onditions (this explains the name bu ket brigade). Certain messages result in
an a tion within the environment (like moving a robot one step). Be ause some
of these a tions may be regarded as 'useful' by an external riti who an give
payo by in reasing the strengths of the urrently a tive lassi ers, learning may
take pla e. The entral idea is that lassi ers whi h are not a tive when the environment gives payo but whi h had an important role for setting the stage for

dire tly rewarded lassi ers an earn redit by parti ipating in `bu ket brigade
hains'. The su ess of some a tive lassi er re ursively depends on the su ess
of lassi ers that are a tive at the following time ti ks. Unsu essful lassi ers
are repla ed by new ones generated with the help of GAs.
Holland's original s heme is similar to DPRL algorithms su h as Q-learning in
the sense that the bids of the agents orrespond to predi tions of future reward.
On the other hand, the s heme does not ne essarily require full environmental
observability. Instead it partly depends on DS-like evolutionary pressure absent
in traditional RL. E.g., bankrupt agents who spent all their money are removed
from the system.
Holland's approa h, however, leaves several loopholes that allow agents to
make money without ontributing to the su ess of the entire system. This led
to a lot of follow-up resear h on more stable RL lassi er e onomies (Wilson,
1994, 1995; Weiss, 1994; Weiss & Sen, 1996) and other related types of RL
e omomies (see below). This work has losed some but possibly not all of the
original loopholes.
Prototypi al Self-referential Asso iating Learning Me hanisms. Pages 23-51 of earlier work (S hmidhuber, 1987) are devoted to systems alled
PSALM1 - PSALM3. Like in Holland's s heme, ompeting/ ooperating RL agents
bid for exe uting a tions. Winners may re eive external reward for a hieving
goals. Unlike in Holland's s heme, agents are supposed to learn the redit assignment pro ess itself (metalearning). For this purpose they an exe ute a tions for olle tively onstru ting / onne ting / modifying agents, for assigning
redit (reward) to agents, and for transferring redit from one agent to another.
To the best of my knowledge, PSALMs are the rst ma hine learning systems
that enfor e the important onstraint of total redit onservation (ex ept for
onsumption and external reward): no agent an generate money from nothing. This onstraint is not enfor ed in the original bu ket brigade e onomy,
where new agents enter with freshly reated money (this may ause in ation
and other problems). Referen e (S hmidhuber, 1987) also inspired the neural
bu ket brigade (NBB), a slightly more re ent but less general approa h enfor ing money onservation, where money is "weight substan e" of a reinfor ement
learning neural net (S hmidhuber, 1989).
Hayek Ma hine (Baum & Durdanovi , 1998). PSALM3 does not stri tly
enfor e individual property rights. For instan e, agents may steal money from
other agents and temporally use it in a way that does not ontribute to the
system's overall progress. Hayek ma hines are onstitutional e onomies that apparently do not su er from su h \parasite problems" (although there is no proof
yet at the moment). Hayek2 (Baum & Durdanovi , 1998) | the most re ent
Hayek variant | is somewhat reminis ent of PSALM3 (agents may onstru t
new agents, and there is money onservation), but avoids several loopholes in the
redit assignment pro ess that may allow some agent to pro t from a tions that
are not bene ial for the system as a whole. Property rights of agents are stri tly
enfor ed. Agents an reate hildren agents and invest part of their money into
them, and pro t from their su ess. Hayek2 learned to solve rather omplex

blo ks world problems (Baum & Durdanovi , 1998). The authors admit, however, that possibly not all potential loopholes rewarding undesired behavior have
been losed by Hayek2.
COINs/Wonderful Life Utility (Wolpert, Tumer, & Frank, 1999). Perhaps the only urrent RL e onomy with a sound theoreti al foundation is the
COlle tive Intelligen e (COIN) by Wolpert, Tumer & Frank (1999). A COIN partitions its set of agents into \subworlds." Ea h agent of a given subworld shares
the same lo al utility fun tion. Global utility is optimized by provably making
sure that no agent in some subworld an pro t if the system as a whole does not
pro t. COINs were su essfully used in an impressive routing appli ation.
SSA and Market Models. One way of viewing SSA in an e onomy-inspired
framework is this: the urrent \ redit" of a poli y hange equals the reward sin e
its reation divided by the time sin e its reation. A poli y hange gets undone
as soon as its redit falls below the redit of the most re ent hange that has not
been undone yet. After any given SSA invo ation the yet undone hanges re e t
a su ess-story of long-term redit in reases.
To use the parent/ hild analogy (Baum & Durdanovi , 1998): at a given
time, any still valid poli y hange may be viewed as a (grand-)parent of later
poli y hanges for whi h it set the stage. Children that are more pro table than
their an estors prote t the latter from being undone. In this way the an estors
pro t from making su essful hildren. An estors who in rease the probability
of non-pro table o spring, however, will eventually risk oblivion.
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Con lusion

Dire t sear h (DS) in poli y spa e o ers several advantages over traditional
reinfor ement learning (RL). For instan e, DS does not need a priori information about world states and the topology of their intera tions. It does not are
whether the environment is fully observable. It makes hierar hi al redit assignment on eptually trivial, and also allows for many alternative, non-hierar hi al
types of abstra t redit assignment.
Existing DS methods, however, do su er from fundamental problems in presen e of environmental sto hasti ity and/or unknown temporal delays between
a tions and observable e e ts. In parti ular, they do not have a prin ipled way
of de iding when to stop poli y evaluations.
Sto hasti poli y evaluation by the su ess-story algorithm (SSA) di ers from
traditional DS. SSA never quits evaluating any previous poli y hange that has
not yet been undone for la k of empiri al eviden e that it has ontributed to a
lifelong reward a eleration. Ea h invo ation of SSA retrospe tively establishes
a su ess history of surviving self-modi ations: only poli y hanges that have
empiri ally proven their long-term usefulness so far get another han e to justify
themselves. This stabilizes the \truly useful" poli y hanges in the long run.
Unlike many traditional value fun tion-based RL methods, SSA is not limited
to fully observable worlds, and does not require dis ounting of future rewards.
It shares these advantages with traditional DS algorithms. Unlike sto hasti

hill- limbing and other DS methods su h as geneti algorithms, however, SSA
does not heavily depend on a priori knowledge about reasonable trial lengths
ne essary to olle t suÆ ient statisti s for estimating long-term onsequen es
and true values of tested poli ies.
On the other hand, many DS methods an be augmented by SSA in a straightforward way: just measure the time used up by all a tions, poli y modi ations,
and poli y tests, and o asionally insert he kpoints that invoke SSA. In this
sense SSA's basi on epts are not algorithm-spe i | instead they re e t a
novel, general way of thinking about how \true" performan e should be measured
in RL systems using DS in poli y spa e.
Sin e SSA automati ally olle ts statisti s about long-term e e ts of earlier
poli y hanges on later ones, it is of interest for improving the redit assignment
method itself (S hmidhuber et al., 1997a).
Although the present paper's illustrative SSA appli ation is mu h less omplex than our previous ones, it is the rst to provide insight into SSA's fundamental advantages over traditional DS methods in ase of sto hasti poli y
evaluations and unknown temporal delays between auses and e e ts.
Market models are similar to traditional DPRL in the sense that the bids of
their agents orrespond to predi tions of future reward used in DPRL algorithms
su h as Q-learning. On the other hand, they are similar to DS in the sense
that they in orporate evolutionary pressure and do not obviously require full
environmental observability and Markovian onditions but an be applied to
agents whose poli ies are drawn from general program spa es. For example,
bankrupt agents who spent all their money are usually repla ed by mutations of
more su essful agents. This introdu es Darwinian sele tion absent in traditional
DPRL.
SSA shares ertain aspe ts of market models. In parti ular, at a given time
any existing poli y modi ation's reward/time ratio measured by SSA may be
viewed as an investment into the future. The poli y modi ation will fail to
survive on e it fails to generate enough return (in luding the reward obtained
by its own \ hildren") to ex eed the orresponding investment of its \parent",
namely, the most re ent previous, still existing poli y modi ation.
Future resear h will hopefully show when to prefer pure market models over
SSA and vi e versa. For instan e, it will be interesting to study whether the
former an eÆ iently deal with long, unknown ausal delays and highly sto hasti
poli ies and environments.
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